OSHA Refuses to Step In as Workers Languish in Extreme Heat
by Ariel Wittenberg and Zack Colman
Aug. 8, 2021 (greatly abridged) – When it gets so hot that the hallucinations start, and her eyes hurt and her spit begins to foam, construction worker Sharon Medina disappears behind a wall of co-workers to sneak a sip of water. 
She discovered the hard way not to complain to the boss about working in the heat.  She witnessed a colleague get fired after collapsing while demolishing flooded, moldy Houston homes in Hurricane Harvey’s aftermath.  So Medina learned to stay quiet and keep her jobs. 
“A lot of the employers forget we are people, even when they see we are suffering,” Medina, 47, said. 
Medina presses on in a city where summer temperatures and humidity routinely feel hotter than 100°.  She is only allowed 15 minutes for lunch.  She has barely any time to go to the bathroom, even as she remodels them in other peoples’ homes.
There is no federal standard protecting people like Medina from heat, which killed 815 workers between 1992 and 2017 and seriously injured 70,000 more, according to federal records.  More heat deaths are likely in the coming years, as climate change turbocharges temperatures to make heat waves even hotter and last longer.  The western U.S. suffered from punishing temperatures this summer, rising higher than they normally would so early in the season.  The record-breaking temperatures in the Pacific Northwest would have been “virtually impossible without human-caused climate change,” according to modeling and global observations.
The heat wave in June killed more than 80 people in Oregon alone.  3 of them were workers, including a middle-aged trainee at a Walmart distribution center who collapsed toward the end of his shift, after stumbling and having difficulty speaking.  The death toll prompted the state to issue emergency worker protections, with Democratic Gov. Kate Brown saying she was “concerned that our record-breaking heat wave” was “a harbinger of what’s to come.”
But the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) responsible for protecting laborers from workplace hazards has ignored 3 recommendations from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention that it create a much-needed floor, a temperature level above which conditions are deemed inherently unsafe for worker safety.  OSHA has also denied similar petitions from occupational and environmental groups. 
A 4-month investigation by POLITICO and E&E News found that OSHA’s reluctance has extended through 9 administrations.  Bureaucracy and lack of political will combined to continually kick the can down the road. 
Even as recently as the Obama administration, policymakers rejected calls that OSHA set an enforceable standard.  The Obama White House was concerned that a rule would take too long to write for an understaffed and underfunded OSHA, and would become a target for Republicans eager to paint President Barack Obama as a regulatory zealot, recalls David Michaels, who headed OSHA at the time. 
Now, however, he thinks it should be done.  “I was disappointed we could not take it on,” Michaels said, adding, “I think it is doable now, because the country understands the effects of climate change and is much more committed to addressing it than it was 10 years ago.” 
The Biden White House is more receptive and has included in its published regulatory agenda that OSHA will begin exploring the possibility of creating a heat standard in October. 
But POLITICO and E&E News found that any effort faces major hurdles around monitoring heat and setting national standards.  Differences in the temperature and humidity levels at which individuals and even regions of the country experience illnesses, and a lack of resources to factor in building conditions, make tracking health impacts difficult.  For instance, many of today’s structures were built with materials unsuited for the current climate, actually heating up and then retaining heat - to bake indoor workers long after a heat wave has passed.
Those types of variables, combined with global warming, have left a far larger range of workers vulnerable to heat stress - as heat waves become hotter, last longer, and are more frequent.  For example, Amazon workers in the Midwest and South have pushed back against unbearable heat conditions, as part of efforts to unionize.  Amazon said in a statement that it has systems in place to monitor heat conditions in its workplaces and offers easy access to water breaks for employees.
Without an enforceable heat standard, more workers across the country languished in stifling conditions this summer.  There was nothing protecting them, beyond federal guidance that merely encourages employers to provide proven life-saving measures like water breaks and cooling areas. 
Heat waves in major U.S. cities have already increased from 2 per year in the 1960s to more than 6 annually in the past decade, and the average heat wave season lasts 47 days longer, according to the National Climate Assessment, an anthology of science compiled by federal agencies.
The problem is expected to worsen.  By the middle of this century, Florida and Texas alone – the states with the largest populations of construction workers — will see an additional month’s worth of days where heat and humidity combine to feel hotter than 90°, according to a model cited by the Union of Concerned Scientists. 
“For our communities, this is the #1 job, the most accessible kind of job for immigrants in Texas,” Medina said about construction work, speaking through a translator.  “But workers are risking everything right now, and it could be preventable.  We are talking about 10 to 15 minutes, something even a dog needs, to take a rest, take a breath, and hydrate.”
….   [See original URL for far more of the story.]
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